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THE MOST TALENTED PEOPLE TO MAKE GREAT CONTRIBUTIONS          

TO THE WORLD AROUND US

The most talented people  
make great contributions to the world around us

The difference your support could make  
and some ways in which we might thank you
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1  Buildings and facilities to be named for 25 years or for the lifetime of the 
facility as currently purposed, whichever is longer, with the exception of 
naming being recognition for a gift of £5m+, which would be in perpetuity

2  Programmes also to be named for 25 years or for the lifetime of the 
programme as currently envisaged, whichever is longer

3  Benefactor Fellow and Benefactor Bye-Fellow to last for the donor’s lifetime 
but be listed for perpetuity

4  Studentships named for the duration of the gift – i.e. 1 or 3 years if 
expendable, perpetuity if endowed

March 2020

Your gift The impact you could have • Some of the ways we could thank you

£5,000,000+ Ensure our whole community flourishes for 

generations to come: ensure the success of 

Emma enables and embed the philanthropy that 

will help secure Emmanuel’s future

•   Name your choice of the new buildings and facilities1, or 
programmes2, in the manner of your choosing: a lasting tribute to  

the critical role you have played in realising our Emma enables vision

•  Recognition as a Benefactor Fellow3 and nomination for  

the University’s Guild of Benefactors

£2,500,000+ Stimulate new learning and bonds between 

students, post-docs and fellows with a vibrant, 

inclusive new hub; or create dedicated new social 

and organisation space for students

•  Name the wonderful new Emma Hub, or a new student 
accommodation building

•  Name our Emma post-doc programme

•  Recognition as a Benefactor Fellow and nomination for  

the University’s Guild of Benefactors

£2,000,000+ Enable us to meet the challenges and 

opportunities faced by this and future 

generations of members 

•  Name a new student accommodation building, or

•  Name the access and outreach programme, or 

•  Name an endowed PhD studentship

•  Recognition as a Benefactor Fellow and nomination for  

the University’s Guild of Benefactors

£1,500,000+ Remove barriers to participation for all members •  Name a new student accommodation building, or our beautiful new 

South Court garden, or 

•  Name the support fund

•  Recognition as a Benefactor Fellow and nomination for  

the University’s Guild of Benefactors

£1,000,000+ Enable our college community to flourish, for life •  Name the Furness Lodge Education Centre, new college bar,  
a garden at the heart of our new court, a new student  
accommodation building, or

•  Name our Emma experience programme 

•  Recognition as a Benefactor Fellow and nomination for  
the University’s Guild of Benefactors

£500,000+ Help attract the very best students and staff 

with brilliant new programmes and facilities; or 

support all aspects of Emma enables

•  Name the new nursery, basement party room, MCR, or  

a new staircase or a new landscape feature, or

•  Name an endowed MPhil studentship, or

•  Name our outreach activities fund, or

•  Name one of the three core strands of Emma experience, or

•  Special recognition as an Acorn to Oak donor for those supporting  

all aspects of Emma enables

•  Recognition as a Benefactor Bye-Fellow

£250,000+ Strengthen our outreach and access programme; 

help create Emma experience; provide superb 

new facilities; or support all aspects of Emma 

enables

•  Name a schools liaison post for 5 years, or 

•  Name a new staircase, a seminar room, a meeting room or a   
music practice room in the new Student Centre, or

•  Name a distinctive part of Emma experience, or

•  Special recognition as an Acorn to Oak donor for those supporting  

all aspects of Emma enables

•  Recognition as a Benefactor Bye-Fellow

£100,000+ Help create our Emma experience programme; 

superb new spaces; new Emma post-doc awards 

or graduate studentships; or support all aspects 

of Emma enables

•  Name a new student room or a music practice room, or

•  Name a PhD studentship, for 3 years, or

•  Name one of the 15.84 Emma experience opportunities, or

•  Special recognition as an Acorn to Oak donor for those supporting  

all aspects of Emma enables

•  Member of the Master’s Circle, with invitations to a dinner, the  

Gomes Lecture and a guest night each year

£50,000+ Attract outstanding young researchers and 

graduate students with a post-doc award or two 

graduate studentships

•  Name a schools liaison post for one year, or

•  Name an Emma post-doc award, or

•  Name a refurbished student room in South Court

•  Member of the Master’s Circle, with invitations to a dinner and the 

Gomes Lecture each year

£25,000+ Underpin a brilliant education with support for 

students; our new Emma experience programme; 

or our new facilities 

•  Name a new table, chair, bar stool or equivalent as we fit out our  

new bar, Hub and gardens, or

•  Name a one-year graduate studentship4

•  Member of the Master’s Circle, with invitations to a dinner each year

•


